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The Complete C. S. Lewis Signature Classics
BEYOND BOOKS HUB
Not every lie sounds untrue. Some lies are
repeated so often they seem to be common
sense. That's why lies about God are so
dangerous. The Gospel According to Satan
examines eight lies the enemy wants us to
believe and provides eight lines of
counterattack against them. The lies include:
God just wants you to be happy; you only live
once you need to live your truth; and just let
go and let God. Jared C. Wilson reveals why
these lies appeal to us, shows how they harm

us, and provides ways to counteract them. We
can renounce Satan's counterfeit gospel, but
first we must see it for what it is. "Enumerates
the major ways the Devil uses his cunning and
calculating ways of luring us off the narrow
road of God's grace. We will all do well to read
this book and confront the lies we are being
sold."--Kyle Idleman, senior pastor of
Southeast Christian Church and author of Not
a Fan and Don’t Give Up "A unique,
compelling, and even witty look at the devil's
current greatest hits--lies we urgently need to
unmask." --Sam Allberry, speaker for Ravi
Zacharias International Ministries and author
of 7 Myths About Singleness and Why Does
God Care Who I Sleep With? "One of the most
thought-provoking writers in the Christian
world today... He doesn’t just describe the
tantalizing falsehoods of our age, he exposes
how they've slithered into our hearts."--Matt
Smethurst, managing editor at The Gospel
Coalition and author of Before You Open Your

Bible
Quicklet on C.S. Lewis' The Screwtape Letters
Brown Chair Books
What if hell were organized as a fiendish
bureaucracy with managers and field agents?
Meet Screwtape, upper management and uncle
to Wormwood. Hell shares no love, but it is full
of advice on the weaknesses of humanity, and it
is extremely practical. Through Screwtape's
letters of advice to Wormwood, Lewis wittily and
sometimes painfully reveals our too-human
weaknesses. Excellent choice for church Bible
studies. Setting: 1930s/WWII, England & Hades
Sermons of the Cur� of Ars Simon and
Schuster
Discover the power of the Catechism like
never before with Screwtape! If you
enjoyed C.S. Lewis Screwtape Letters,
but need a guide book of defense
strategies based in solid Church teaching,
this is it! De La Torre breaks down
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Lewis' perennial classic chapter-by-
chapter, identifying the devil's specific
temptation in each. Then, he provides you
with solid references and explanations
from the Catechism of the Catholic Church
which highlight the opposite virtue, truth
or good. Despite his best (or worst!)
intentions, the devil cannot help throwing
into glorious relief all the beauty and
richness of the Faith. His temptations are
the shadows which highlight the Truth all
the more. De La Torre gives you exactly
the right Catechism teachings to use as
effective weapons against Screwtape's
whispered lies. Individuals, catechists,
teachers and parents will delight in the
clear presentation of truths which are
sure to squash the temptation to do evil
whenever and wherever found.

The Pilgrim's Progress Study Guide
Zondervan
C. S. Lewis Goes to Hell by William O
Flaherty is precisely as advertised. Part
encyclopedia, part plot summary, part analysis,
and part discussion guide, this book is a
valuable resource for both an individual reader
and for a small group interested in exploring in
more detail Lewis satirical masterpiece. Don
King, Professor of English Editor of The
Collected Poems of C. S. Lewis: A Critical
Edition A good study guide is surprisingly

difficult: it must combine accuracy with
imagination; it must be generative without
being speculative. O Flaherty delivers. I am
genuinely excited about this important
resource. Diana Pavlac Glyer, Professor of
English Author of Bandersnatch: C. S. Lewis, J.
R. R. Tolkien, and the Creative Collaboration
of the Inklings Presenting The Screwtape
Letters as a theatrical stage adaptation has had
the wonderful benefit of inspiring hundreds if
not thousands of theatre-goers to read Lewis
classic novel. As a result we are often asked to
suggest a study guide to help people wrestle
more deeply with the themes and insights
behind the brilliant, morally inverted universe
that Lewis created. William O Flaherty s
thoughtful, copious and insightful volume is
what I will be recommending to them. It s the
best of its kind. Max McLean, Artistic Director
of Fellowship for Performing Arts, New York,
NY O Flaherty s companion to Screwtape is
seriously worth any Lewis lover s time, both for
its penetrating study questions and its
excellence as a reference tool. Charlie W. Starr,
Professor of English Author of Light: C. S.
Lewis First and Final Short Story Once C. S.
Lewis best-known work, The Screwtape Letters
today has been somewhat eclipsed by The
Chronicles of Narnia. For those discovering
Screwtape for the first time, William O

Flaherty provides clear summaries, useful
background information, and helpful discussion
questions. Anyone leading a small group study
will find this to be a valuable tool. Devin
Brown, Professor at Asbury University Author
of A Life Observed: A Spiritual Biography of
C. S. Lewis A worthy resource that will be
highly valued by scholars and fans of C. S.
Lewis and his masterpiece, The Screwtape
Letters. Congratulations and thanks to William
O Flaherty for his diligence and fine work!
Carolyn Curtis, author of Women and C. S.
Lewis: What His Life and Literature Reveal for
Today s Culture. C. S. Lewis Goes to Hell is a
comprehensive exploration which delves deep
into the psychology of Screwtape and his
agenda. Fans of Lewis will relish the wisdom
offered here and nurture a renewed
appreciation for The Screwtape Letters. Crystal
Hurd Author of Thirty Days with C. S. Lewis:
A Women s Devotional. William O Flaherty
works as a Family Counselor in Pennsylvania.
He also created the website
EssentialCSLewis.com and hosts the All About
Jack podcast to help advance the study of C.S.
Lewis and related authors. "
Mere Christianity Journal Brown
Chair Books
The Perfect Follow-up to The
Screwtape Letters! Only the
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imaginative mind of C.S. Lewis
could create as short story about
a demon offering the after-dinner
speech at the graduation ceremony
at the Tempters’ Training College
for young demons. Nearly two
decades after the release of The
Screwtape Letters and to the
delight of his fans, Lewis wrote a
sequel that he never intended to
create. In fact, he never imagined
the original book would become a
classic and that his readers would
continue to enjoy it so many years
later. Now almost 50 years later
after the sequel’s release,
Screwtape Proposes a Toast Study
Guide digs deep into Lewis’ almost
prophetic declaration of how the
underworld seeks to corrupt
education, democracy, social
politics, and directly shift a
cultural worldview. For those who
have completed The Screwtape
Letters Study Guide or The
Screwtape Letters Study Guide for
Teens, this study is the perfect
follow up, but it can be done
independent of the others. This
flexible study can be used in one
long setting or divided up over
several sessions. Screwtape
Proposes a Toast Study Guide

includes: · Comprehensive Bible
study workbook with flexible study
sessions · Complete character
sketches and summaries to go
deeper · Bible study questions
that are ideal for group
discussion · Answer Guide for all
questions and Scripture Reference
Guide available for free online ·
Perfect for book clubs, small
groups, or individual Bible study
· Available in print or e-book
formats Screwtape has a compelling
yet subtle strategy for continuing
to attack God’s people. Understand
those strategies and learn to
fight back with the Screwtape
Proposes a Toast Study Guide.

Screwtape Great Christian
Books
Provides three complete works
and selections from Lewis's
autobiography, adult fiction,
religious and philosophical
writings, criticism, poetry,
and letters
THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS &
SCREWTAPE PROPOSES A TOAST
Brown Chair Books
"Sermons of the Curé of Ars"

is a collection of sermons by
John Vianney. Vianney (born
Jean-Baptiste-Marie Vianney),
was a French Catholic priest
who is venerated in the
Catholic Church as Saint John
Vianney and as the patron
saint of parish priests. He
is often referred to as the
"Curé d'Ars" (i.e. the parish
priest of Ars), and is
internationally known for his
priestly and pastoral work in
his parish in Ars, France,
because of the radical
spiritual transformation of
the community and its
surroundings.
Study Guide: the Screwtape
Letters by C. S. Lewis
(SuperSummary) Multnomah
The Essentials Explained
Master storyteller and
essayist C. S. Lewis here
tackles the central questions
of the Christian faith: Who
was Jesus? What did he
accomplish? What does it mean
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for me? In these classic
essays, which began as talks
on the BBC during World War
II, Lewis creatively and
simply explains the basic
tenets of Christianity. Taken
from the core section of Mere
Christianity, the selection
in this gift edition provides
an accessible way for more
people to discover these
timeless truths. For those
looking to remind themselves
of the things they hold true,
or those looking for a
snapshot of Christianity,
this book is a wonderful
introduction to the faith.
Essential C. S. Lewis
Strelbytskyy Multimedia
Publishing
DigiCat Publishing presents
to you this special edition
of "The Great Divorce" by C.
S. Lewis. DigiCat Publishing
considers every written word
to be a legacy of humankind.
Every DigiCat book has been

carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern
format. The books are
available in print, as well
as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you
will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it
deserves as a classic of
world literature.
Screwtape Letters Study Guide
New Leaf Publishing Group
This book is enhanced with
content such as audio or video,
resulting in a large file that
may take longer to download
than expected. The Deluxe
Illustrated Edition of a
Timeless Classic Now with this
enhanced edition, readers can
gain additional insight through
video interviews, audio
excerpts and letters from C. S.
Lewis. First published in 1942,
The Screwtape Letters has sold
millions of copies world-wide
and is recognized as a
milestone in the history of
popular theology. A masterpiece
of satire, it entertains

readers with its sly and ironic
portrayal of human life and
foibles from the vantage point
of Screwtape, a highly placed
assistant to “Our Father
Below.” At once wildly comic,
deadly serious, and strikingly
original, The Screwtape Letters
is the most engaging account of
temptation—and triumph over
it—ever written.
Mere Christianity Study Guide
Zondervan
A study of how materialism and
consumerism undermine our quality
of life. In The High Price of
Materialism, Tim Kasser offers a
scientific explanation of how our
contemporary culture of
consumerism and materialism
affects our everyday happiness and
psychological health. Other
writers have shown that once we
have sufficient food, shelter, and
clothing, further material gains
do little to improve our well-
being. Kasser goes beyond these
findings to investigate how
people's materialistic desires
relate to their well-being. He
shows that people whose values
center on the accumulation of
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wealth or material possessions face
a greater risk of unhappiness,
including anxiety, depression, low
self-esteem, and problems with
intimacy—regardless of age,
income, or culture. Drawing on a
decade's worth of empirical data,
Kasser examines what happens when
we organize our lives around
materialistic pursuits. He looks
at the effects on our internal
experience and interpersonal
relationships, as well as on our
communities and the world at
large. He shows that materialistic
values actually undermine our well-
being, as they perpetuate feelings
of insecurity, weaken the ties
that bind us, and make us feel
less free. Kasser not only defines
the problem but proposes ways we
can change ourselves, our
families, and society to become
less materialistic.

The Great Divorce Study Guide
for Teens Zondervan
SuperSummary, a modern
alternative to SparkNotes and
CliffsNotes, offers high-
quality study guides for
challenging works of

literature. This 32-page guide
for "The Screwtape Letters"
by C.S. Lewis includes
detailed chapter summaries
and analysis covering 31
chapters, as well as several
more in-depth sections of
expert-written literary
analysis. Featured content
includes commentary on major
characters, 25 important
quotes, essay topics, and key
themes like Thinking vs.
Experience and Love of
Neighbor vs. Hatred.
Hostage to the Devil Brown Chair
Books
The Practice of the Presence of
God is a spiritual classic written
by Brother Lawrence, a 17th-
century Carmelite monk. This small
but impactful work is a
compilation of letters and
conversations attributed to
Brother Lawrence, offering
profound insights into cultivating
a continuous awareness of the
presence of God in everyday life.

The Screwtape Letters Study
Guide Brown Chair Books

This Screwtape Letters Study
Guide was many years in the
making and will provide an
unsurpassed resource to study
C.S. Lewis' satirical
masterpiece. It has been
designed to be used in
College or High School
courses, small groups, Sunday
School, Home Schooling or
personal study. With almost
300 pages of content, you
will not be left guessing as
to the cunning temptation
efforts of Screwtape. The
author will guide you
confidently through all the
riches of this classic book.
All thirty-one letters are
examined thoroughly and
include hundreds of
correlations with Scripture
which give spiritual answers
to counteract his diabolical
advice and gain victory in
the Christian life. You will
grow in your walk with God
like never before. For more
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information and access to a
digital edition please visit
www.screwtapestudyguide.com
Mondo Gonzales pastored for
over 15 years at churches in
Illinois, Washington State,
and Nevada. He currently is a
Bible teacher and television
co-host at Prophecy Watchers
Ministry. He received his
Bachelor's degree from Moody
Bible Institute in Chicago,
IL, his Master's degree from
Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School in Deerfield, IL, and
is in the process of
obtaining his PhD from
Liberty University. He is a
member of the C.S. Lewis
Society of California and
lives near Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
Lord Foulgrin's Letters
DigiCat
The most trusted study guide
to learning The Pilgrim’s
Progress! Understanding the
The Pilgrim’s Progress by

John Bunyan can be difficult
and confusing at times. Not
so with The Pilgrim’s
Progress Study Guide! This
comprehensive Bible study
workbook will guide you
through Bunyan’s masterful
use of metaphors helping you
better understand key
concepts, supporting Bible
passages, and the relevance
to our world today. The story
chronicles the epic adventure
of a man named Christian who
leaves his home in the City
of Destruction and begins a
life-long quest to the
Celestial City. Set against
the backdrop of a hazardous
journey, this powerful drama
unfolds as Christian’s
adventures lead him into
fascinating lands and
encounters with interesting
people who either help or
hinder his progress along a
narrow way. With a gallery of
memorable characters and

visits to colorful places,
Bunyan’s allegorical
narrative describes one man's
extraordinary adventure on
his journey to faith.
Designed to be used alongside
The Pilgrim’s Progress: A
Readable Modern-Day Version
of John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress, each chapter, sub
section, and study question
examines Bunyan’s allegorical
narrative to tell his
powerful presentation of what
it means to follow the narrow
way of Christian salvation.
This complete Bible study
experience is perfect for
book clubs, church groups,
and independent study.
Detailed character sketches
and an easy-to-read book
summary provide deep insights
into each character and place
in the book. To help with
those more difficult
discussion questions, a
complete Answer Guide and
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Scripture Reference Guide are
available for free online.
The Pilgrim’s Progress Study
Guide includes: - Twelve
sessions of study -
Comprehensive Bible study
workbook with studies for
each week - Complete
character sketches and
summaries to go deeper -
Bible study questions that
are ideal for group
discussion - Answer Guide for
all questions and Scripture
Reference Guide available for
free online - Perfect for
book clubs, small groups, or
individual Bible study -
Available in print or e-book
formats Explore the
allegories, meanings, and
symbols behind this timeless
classic that has challenged
and encouraged believers for
centuries. There's no better
tool for making that happen
than with The Pilgrim’s
Progress Study Guide!

Frequently Asked Questions:
What book version should I
use with the study? Although,
there are many versions of
this Bunyan classic, The
Pilgrim’s Progress: A
Readable Modern-Day Version
of John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress is the only book
that is made specifically for
this study. Each chapter, sub
section, and study question
are designed to be used in
conjunction with each other.
Other books will feel
drastically different and not
match up with the study
questions and format of this
study. How long is the study?
The study is 12 weeks but can
easily be reformatted based
on your schedule. Does each
person in the study need
their own book? Yes. It’s
most helpful for learning
purposes if each person has
their own study guide.
However, couples might find

it convenient to share the
actual book. Is there much
homework? The only homework
is to read one chapter each
week and answer corresponding
discussion questions prior to
class. Can anyone lead the
study? Absolutely! The study
is created in a discussion
format allowing leaders to
simply guide participants
through each study question
at weekly meetings. Can I get
access to the answers for
each discussion question?
Yes. The answers for each
discussion question are
available for free online!
The Method of Grace Thomas Nelson
This carefully crafted ebook: "THE
SCREWTAPE LETTERS & SCREWTAPE
PROPOSES A TOAST" is formatted for
your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents. The
Screwtape Letters is a Christian
apologetic novel. It is written in
a satirical, epistolary style and
while it is fictional in format,
the plot and characters are used
to address Christian theological
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issues, primarily those to do with
temptation and resistance to it.
The story takes the form of a
series of letters from a senior
Demon Screwtape to his nephew
Wormwood, a Junior Tempter. The
uncle's mentorship pertains to the
nephew's responsibility for
securing the damnation of a
British man known only as "the
Patient". In The Screwtape
Letters, C. S. Lewis provides a
series of lessons in the
importance of taking a deliberate
role in Christian faith by
portraying a typical human life,
with all its temptations and
failings, seen from devils'
viewpoints. Lewis wrote the sequel
Screwtape Proposes a Toast - a
critique of certain trends in
British public education (Although
Britain calls its major private
schools "public schools", Lewis is
referring to state schools when he
criticizes "public education").
Clive Staples Lewis (1898-1963)
was a British novelist, poet,
academic, medievalist, lay
theologian and Christian
apologist. He is best known for
his fictional work, especially The
Screwtape Letters, The Chronicles

of Narnia, and The Space Trilogy,
and for his non-fiction Christian
apologetics, such as Mere
Christianity, Miracles, and The
Problem of Pain.

The High Price of Materialism
Brown Chair Books
Mere Christianity Journal is
the ideal companion to Mere
Christianity -- the beloved
classic of Christian literature
and the bestselling of all of
Lewis's adult works. This
reader's journal is a
celebration of one of Lewis's
most popular and influential
works. By serving as a
thoughtful guide to further
meditation on the central
issues Lewis raises, this
journal provides Lewis readers
with a guide for deeper
reflection. The journal
includes an elegant interior
design, ample quotes from Mere
Christianity, thoughtful
questions centered on Lewis's
wise words and plenty of room
for reader's thoughts and
ideas.

Screwtape Proposes a Toast Study
Guide Xulon Press
Help Teens Study and Share The
Great Divorce! The Great
Divorce by C.S. Lewis has been
a favorite of teenagers for
over 70 years, but for many it
has been a little difficult to
grasp. The Great Divorce Study
Guide for Teens makes it easy
and relatable for teenagers to
not only read the book but to
also study and share this
iconic classic with their
friends. Imagine being a damned
soul on a bus ride from Hell to
visit the outskirts of Heaven.
Then, once you arrive you are
offered a second chance to
enter the bliss of Heaven
forever. Why would anyone not
accept this once in a lifetime,
or after life-time-offer? This
is just the scenario found in
C.S. Lewis' allegorical tale,
The Great Divorce. Using
Scripture references,
discussion questions, and
relatable stories, The Great
Divorce Study Guide for Teens
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gives teens a better
understanding of the key
concepts of the book, the
supporting Bible passages, and
the relevance to a Christian
teen’s worldview today.
Detailed character sketches and
an easy-to-read book summary
provide deep insights into each
character and letter of the
book. To help with those more
difficult discussion questions,
a complete Answer Guide and
Scripture Reference Guide is
available for free online. This
complete Bible study experience
is perfect for youth groups,
homeschool groups, and
independent Bible study. The
Great Divorce Study Guide for
Teens includes: · Daily Bible
studies that takes no more than
20 minutes · Easy-to-read
workbook with questions
relatable to teenagers ·
Complete character sketches and
summaries for a better
understanding · Answer Guide to
all questions and Scripture
Reference Guide available for

free online · Perfect for all
teenagers Available in print or
e-book formats The Great
Divorce Study Guide for Teens
combined with Lewis' fictional
story about Heaven and Hell
just might give your teens a
different perspective on the
afterlife.

Creation & Evolution Brown
Chair Books
Seven Spiritual Masterworks
by C. S. Lewis This classic
collection includes C. S.
Lewis's most important
spiritual works: Mere
Christianity The Screwtape
Letters The Great Divorce The
Problem of Pain Miracles A
Grief Observed The Abolition
of Man
It's a Wonderful Life Study
Guide Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing
Originally published 1933,
1943; illustrations copyright
1981.
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